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(57)	 ABSTRACT
A method of calibrating a fluid-level measurement system is
provided. A first response of the system is recorded when the
system's sensor(s) is (are) not in contact with a fluid of inter-
est. A second response of the system is recorded when the
system's sensor(s) is (are) fully immersed in the fluid of
interest. Using the first and second responses, a plurality of
expected responses of the system's sensor(s) is (are) gener-
ated for a corresponding plurality of levels of immersion of
the sensor(s) in the fluid of interest.
23 Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet
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METHOD OF CALIBRATING 
FLUID-LEVEL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION
This invention was made in part by an employee of the
United States Government and may be manufactured and
used by or for the Government of the United States of
America for governmental purposes without the payment of
any royalties thereon or therefor. Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 119,
the benefit of priority from provisional application 60/908,
698, with a filing date of Mar. 29, 2007, is claimed for this
non-provisional application.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
2
response and the second response, a plurality of expected
responses of the fluid level sensing means are generated for a
corresponding plurality of levels of immersion of the fluid
level sensing means in the fluid of interest. The responses can
5 be indicative of capacitance or frequency.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a capacitor-inductor sensor
10 circuit configured for fluid-level sensing; and
FIG. 2 is a schematic view of a wireless magnetic field
response fluid-level measurement system that can be cali-
brated in accordance with the method of the present inven-
tion.
15
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention
This invention relates to calibration of fluid-level measure-
ment systems. More specifically, the invention is an in-situ
method for calibrating a fluid-level measurement system that
measures the capacitance or frequency of a response that is
correlated to level of a fluid of interest where the calibration
is accomplished non-manually without knowledge of the
dielectric value of the fluid of interest, the physical properties
of the fluid or the physical properties of the sensor.
2. Description of the Related Art
Some vehicle engines (e.g., used in trucks, automobiles,
tractors, earth-moving equipment, etc.) are being developed
and produced to operate using many different types of fuels to
accommodate their use in different geographic locations
where fuel type availability can vary. The vehicles in which
these engines are incorporated include a fuel tank and, typi-
cally, a fuel-level measurement system. However, if the fuel-
level measurement system is sensitive to the type of fuel being
used, the measurement system must be calibrated to accom-
modate a particular type of fuel. Currently, this type of cali-
bration must be performed by skilled personnel at a mainte-
nance facility.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to
provide a method of calibrating a fluid-level measurement
system for different types of fluids.
Another object of the present invention is to provide an
in-situ non-manual method of calibrating a fluid-level mea-
surement system for any fluid of interest where the system's
sensor produces a capacitance response or a frequency
response indicative of a fluid level without knowledge of the
dielectric value of the fluid of interest, the physical properties
of the fluid or the physical properties of the sensor.
Other objects and advantages of the present invention will
become more obvious hereinafter in the specification and
drawings.
In accordance with the present invention, a method of
calibrating a fluid-level measurement system is provided. The
measurement system includes fluid level sensing means that
generates a response based on the portion of the fluid level
sensing means that is immersed in a fluid. A first response of
the fluid level sensing means is recorded when the fluid level
sensing means is exposed to fluid at a first reference level. For
example, the first reference level could be whenthe fluid is not
in contact with a fluid of interest. A second response of the
fluid level sensing means is recorded when the fluid level
sensing means is exposed to fluid at a second reference level.
For example, the second reference level could be when the
fluid is fully immersed in the fluid of interest. Using the first
Prior to describing the calibration method of the present
invention, some background will be presented for a recently-
20 developed fluid-level measurement system that can be cali-
brated in accordance with the present invention. The fluid-
level measurement system is a wireless system in that the
systems' sensor(s) are powered and interrogated in a wireless
fashion. As a result of such powering/interrogation, the sys-
25 tems' sensor(s) generate a frequency response. The sensors
can be any of the following:
(i) a fluid-level capacitance sensor with an inductor
coupled thereto as disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,086,593,
30 7,159,774 and 7,255,004, the contents of each being herebyincorporated by reference in their entirety, or
(ii) a fluid-level sensor that is defined by a conductor
formed into a geometric pattern such as a spiral trace as
disclosed in U. S. patent application Ser. No. 11/671,089, filed
35 Feb. 5, 2007, the contents of which are hereby incorporated
by reference in their entirety.
The powering and interrogation of the sensors can be
accomplished in an inductive fashion using the magnetic field
response measurement acquisition system described in the
40 above-cited U.S. patents. The fluid level sensors can be in
direct contact with the fluid of interest or can be completely
encased/encapsulated without departing from the scope of the
present invention.
By way of example, the calibrating method of the present
45 invention will be described for use with the wireless magnetic
field response fluid-level measuring system disclosed in the
above-cited U. S. Pat. No. 7,255,004. This fluid-level measur-
ing system has a fluid-level capacitance sensor with an induc-
tor electrically coupled to the capacitance sensor. The capaci-
50 for can be defined either by electroplates or interdigitated
electrodes. The inductor stores and releases magnetic energy
at a harmonic rate equal to the resonant frequency of the
circuit formed by the inductor electrically connected to the
capacitor. When the capacitor is immersed in a fluid, its
55 capacitance will change proportionally to the area of the
capacitor plates (or number of interdigitated electrode pairs)
exposed to the fluid. The capacitor-inductor sensor circuit is
powered and interrogated using the methods described in the
above-cited U.S. patents. If the width of the electroplates (or
60 interdigitated electrodes) and separation distance betweenthe
electroplates (or electrodes) are constant, then the sensor
circuit's response frequency is dependent upon the level of
fluid in which the capacitor is immersed. For simplicity of
discussion, a fluid-level sensor consisting of two parallel
65 electroplates electrically connected to a lamina spiral induc-
tor will be used to describe the method of measuring a fluid
level.
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Referring now to the drawings and more particularly to
FIG. 1, a schematic view of the key elements of a capacitor-
inductor sensor circuit 10 is shown. Sensor circuit 10 has two
electroplates 12 and 14 (defining a capacitor) and a lamina
spiral inductor 16 electrically coupled to electroplates 12 and
14 as shown. Although a lamina spiral is shown, other induc-
tor designs can be used. The charge on the electroplates and
the direction of the electric field are also illustrated.
FIG. 1 depicts sensor circuit 10 completely immersed in
two non-mixing stratified dielectric substances. A first sub-
stance 18A (e.g., a fluid) of dielectric constant KZ fills the
lower portion of the gap between electroplates 12 and 14 to
level z. The remaining upper portion of the gap is filled with
a second substance 18B of dielectric constant K r . If air is
substance 18B in the upper portion of the capacitor (i.e.,
K r -1), the density of the lower substance 18A will generally
be far greater than air so that in most fluid-level measurement
situations, K 2»K 1 . The capacitance C(z) is dependent upon
the dielectric interface level z and is the summed capacitance
due to contributions from both dielectric substances 18A and
18B. When the upper dielectric substance 18 is air, sensor
circuit 10 can function as a fluid-level sensor. The two por-
tions of the capacitor act as parallel capacitors since they
share the same electric field. Therefore, the sensor capaci-
tance C(z) is
	
C(Z) = C,1 + C,2	 (1)
£o WK1 + CO 
WK2Z)
	
d	 d 
Z
COW
d ^
IK 1 + (K2 — Kl)Zl
where C., and CKz are the capacitance contributions due to K,
and K2, respectively. The key geometric parameters of this
embodiment are the total length of electroplates 1, the width of
the electroplates w, the separation of the electroplates d, and
the dielectric constants KZ and K,. The permittivity constant
(EO) is (8.85x10—r2 F/M).
When the space between the capacitor plates is completely
filled with a fluid substance having a dielectric constant K, (i.
e. z-0), the capacitance is
£o WLKJ
C(Z) = d
4
expression (Eq. (3)) which relates the resonant frequency to
the dielectric interface level, z, (i.e., fluid level when the upper
dielectric is air)
_	
Ir
	 o	
r	 llI
-1/2	
3
271E dLKl +(K2—Kl)^JJ	
()
10 Eq.(3) canbe applied to a fluid-level measurement scenario
where a fluid of interest having a dielectric constant KZ is
stored in a tank and air having a dielectric constant K r (i.e., a
value of approximately 1.0) is above the fluid of interest. The
variables L, E 0, w, l and d are, respectively, the sensor induc-
15 tance, emissivity of air, width of capacitor plates, length of
capacitor plates, and the separation between plates. The vari-
able z is the level of the fluid of interest between the capaci-
tor's plates.
When the tank is empty, there is no fluid of interest between
20 the capacitor's plates, so that z-0. Substituting these values
into Eq. (3) results in
1 L£owf — 1 /2	 (3a)
25 ^(0) IT [ d	 _ Wempry
Z 
]
l-1 /2
CO(Z) = Co" [1 + (K2 — 1)Z
When the tank is full, the fluid of interest completely fills
30 the gap between the capacitor ' s plates so that z=1. In this case,
Eq. (3a) becomes
35	 ° (f) _ ^ 	 3b)
K2
or
tempt 2
K2 — &)field
40
wem 2	 —1/2
w (L) = &)empty f 1 + 
L
(	 pry 1 —11L1	 .
	
L	 l &)field 1	 J J
45 where L=z/lis the fractional level that the sensor's capacitor'splates are immersed with respect to being fully immersed in
the fluid of interest. Therefore, a frequency response calibra-
tion algorithm of the present invention is defined as
When the capacitor gap is completely filled with a fluid 50
	
"'empty
substance having 	 dielectric constant x (i.e., z=1), the	 2
capacitance is g
	 1 + ^^ ,o
(D^ 1 
-1^L
(4)
£o WfK2
C(Z) = d
The resonant electrical frequency of sensor circuit 10 is
(2)
ITV LC(z)
55
wemPty is the sensor ' s response frequency when the sen-
sor's capacitor plates are not in fluid or exposed to any dielec-
tric, e.g., this would occur when the sensor's capacitor plates
are in a completely empty container,
60 wfii is the sensor response frequency when the sensor's
capacitor plates are completely immersed in a fluid of inter-
est, e.g., this would occur when the sensor ' s capacitor plates
are in a container that has been filled with a fluid of interest,
and
65	 w(L) is the sensor response frequency that is expected
	
Inclusion of the equation for capacitance, Eq. (1), into that 	 when sensor ' s capacitor plates are partially immersed in the
	
for resonant frequency, Eq. (2), results in the following	 fluid of interest to the fractional level, L .
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Referring now to FIG. 2, a wireless fluid-level measure-
ment system 100 that can be calibrated in accordance with the
present invention is shown. Similar to FIG. 1, only the essen-
tial functional elements of measurement system 100 are illus-
trated. The above-described sensor circuit has electroplates
12 and 14 (i.e., a capacitor) electrically coupled to inductor 16
with electroplates 12/14 positioned to span the height of a
receptacle 200 that will be used to store a fluid of interest. This
sensor circuit is powered/interrogated by a magnetic field
response recorder 20 that is described in detail in each of the
previously cited U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,086,593 and 7,159,774.
Briefly, recorder 20 includes an antenna 22 and a processor/
memory 24. Antenna 22 inductively couples signals (i) to
inductor 16 to stimulate a magnetic field response, and (ii)
from inductor 16 so that processor/memory 24 can record the
frequency of the response. The frequency of the response is
used to control the output of a fluid level gauge 30.
In accordance with the present invention, measurement
system 100 is first operated to record a frequency response
when receptacle 200 is empty. This baseline response or
WemPty is stored (e.g., onboard the recorder's processor/
memory 24) for later use. When a new fluid of interest is to be
stored in receptacle 200 such that measurement system 100
must be calibrated therefor, the calibration method of the
present invention requires that receptacle 200 be filled with
the fluid of interest so that electroplates 12 and 14 are com-
pletely immersed in the fluid. In the instance where measure-
ment system 100 is being used to measure the entire capacity
of receptacle 200 (e.g., as in the illustrated example where
electroplates 12 and 14 span the full height of receptacle 200),
the complete immersion of electroplates 12 and 14 is
achieved by the complete filling of receptacle 200 with the
fluid of interest.
With electroplates 12 and 14 immersed in the fluid of
interest, recorder 20 is operated to record a frequency
response that is designated wf,ii . Once the response values of
WemPty and wf,tt are known, the above frequency response
calibration algorithm (i.e., Eq. (3)) can be used to non-manu-
ally generate a table of expected frequency responses for a
corresponding number of "fractional levels" of electroplate
immersion in the fluid of interest. The generation of the
expected frequency responses and the storage thereof could
be carried out by processor/memory 24 onboard recorder 20.
When an actual (unknown) fluid level within receptacle
200 is to be determined, measurement system 100 is again
operated to generate/record a frequency response of the sen-
sor circuit defined by electroplates 12/14 and inductor 16. The
recorded frequency response is compared to the generated set
of expected frequency responses stored by processor/
memory 24, with the closest match therebetween driving the
operation of gauge 30 to provide an indication of the frac-
tional level of the fluid of interest in receptacle 200. If the fluid
level responses are used near the empty and full fractional
level but not at the exact empty and full levels, respectively,
the methods described herein are applicable but will result in
a small error to the calibration algorithm.
In another embodiment, the measurement system under-
goes a series of calibrations using different dielectric sub-
stances prior to in-field use. The values of the dielectric
should have values that cover the anticipated values and, if
possible, extend beyond them. This embodiment uses an
interpolating polynomial. To demonstrate the method, a
Lagrange interpolating polynomial will be used. Interpolat-
ing polynomials are used in numerical analysis to define a
function whose output is equal to another function or to a set
of data for a specified set of input data. An interpolating
polynomial can also be created based upon known measure-
6
ments that defines a calibration curve. Other similar polyno-
mial techniques can also be used. An advantage gained from
this method is that the first reference fluid level and second
reference fluid level need not be at empty and full, respec-
5 tively.
Use of the Lagrange method for creating an interpolating
polynomial is as follows. For n measured sensor response
frequencies taken at n fractional fluid-levels, Lk, a function
to w(L) can be defined that interpolates a curve between all
measured points.
The function w(L) is defined as
w(L)=f(Lo)wo(L)+f(Li)wi(L)+... +f(L„)w„(L) 	 (5)
15
where
(L — Lo)(L — Ll) ... (L — Lk—l)	 (6)
20	 (L — Lk+l) ... (L — Ln)
-Wn L( ) 
—
 
(Lk — Lo)(Lk — Ll) (Lk — Lk—l)
(Lk — Lk+l) ... (Lk — 4)
25
for k=O, 1, 2, 3, ... , n. and f (L,)=wK is the sensor response at
fractional length LK . Lo is the first reference fractional fluid
level and L„ is the second reference fractional fluid level. Lo
and L„ do not need to be at the empty and full levels. L,
30 through L„_ 1 are intermediate fractional fluid levels.
For example, if fractional levels of L-0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 are
used, corresponding to responses of w o, w, and w z, the cali-
brated response function is
35	 w(L)-2[wo(L-0.5)(L— t)-2wiL(L— t)+2w2L(L-0s]. 	 (7)
The response function w(L) uses the response of an empty,
half empty and full container. The empty response w o can be
measured at the factory, maintenance facility or in-field, and
40 similarly for the full response, w z . However, accurate mea-
surement of the half-empty response w, can only be measured
at the factory or maintenance facility. While in-field, the
response of the half-full container can be estimated by inter-
45 polating Table 1. The values in the table are stored in the
magnetic field response recorder 20.
TABLE I
Measured sensor response at fractional levels for
50 various dielectric levels.
Sensor Dielectric Value
Response Ko	 K1	 K2 K3
55	 w0(K) at O)O(KO)	 0)0(Kl)	 w0(K2) w0(K3)
fractional
level 0.0
0) 1 (K) at 0)l(KO)	 wl(Kl)	 0)1 (K2) 0)l(K3)
fractional
level 0.5
60	 0)2(K) at ()2(KO)	 w2(Kl)	 w2(K2) w2(K3)fractional
level 1.0
For example, an in-field non-manual calibration with the
65 sensor response wz for the full container is measured between
w2(K2) and W2 (K 3), and the half-empty response w, is esti-
mated by interpolating between w l (K2) and W,(K3).
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Therefore, using Eq. (7), the responses, w o and wz, for the
empty and full containers respectively, measured in-field and
the estimated response for the half-full container, w l , can be
used to produce the calibration curve, w(L) for fractional
levels of L. Although shown for three fractional levels, the
Lagrange interpolating polynomial method could be applied
to any number of desired fractional levels. The method of
using interpolating polynomials is applicable to developing
calibration curves for frequency and capacitance responses
variation with fractional fluid-level.
In a further embodiment, a method of in-field calibration
could utilize calibration curves for different combinations of
first and second response frequencies readings corresponding
to first and second reference levels. The calibration curves
correlate sensor frequency response with fluid fractional
level. The first and second response pairs and their respective
curves are stored in the memory of the magnetic field
response recorder 20. Upon switching to a different fluid, a
user could engage a new response calibration (e.g., press a
calibrate button) in which the magnetic field response
recorder would take the in-field measured pair of first and
second response frequencies at the corresponding to first and
second reference levels and find the pair whose values are
closest to those stored in memory. The response recorder
would then use the calibration curve stored in memory cor-
responding to the stored response frequency pair closest to the
measured response pair.
The present invention is not limited to use with sensor
circuits that generate a magnetic field response when interro-
gated. For example, if a pure capacitance sensor was to be
used, the calibration algorithm of the present invention could
be capacitance based and defined as
where L is the fractional portion of the sensor's capacitor
plates that are immersed in a fluid of interest,
CemPty is the sensor's capacitance when the sensor's
capacitor plates are not in fluid or exposed to any dielectric,
e.g., this would occur when the sensor's capacitor plates are
in a completely empty container,
Cf a is the sensor's capacitance when the sensor's capaci-
tor plates are completely immersed in a fluid of interest, e.g.,
this would occur when the sensor's capacitor plates are in a
container that has been filled with a fluid of interest, and
C(L) is the sensor's capacitance that is expected when
sensor's capacitor plates are partially immersed in the fluid of
interest to the fractional level.
The advantages of the present invention are numerous.
Frequency-response and capacitance-response based fluid-
level measurement systems can be non-manually calibrated
in-situ. The method facilitates a calibration that correlates
sensor response to a receptacle's fractional fluid level without
knowledge of a fluid's dielectric constant, sensor geometry,
the dielectric constant of any material that might be used to
8
encase the sensor, or the fluid receptacle's geometry. The
present invention is particularly well-suited to be paired with
recently-developed wireless fluid-level measurement sys-
tems thereby making these measurement systems excellent
5 candidates for use in vehicle engines designed to work with
different types of fuels. Further discussion is provided in S. E.
Woodard and B. D. Taylor, A Wireless Fluid-Level Measure-
ment Technique, NASA Technical Memorandum 2006-
214320, and S. E. Woodard and B. D. Taylor, A wireless
io fluid-level measurement technique, Sensors and Actuators A
137 (2007) 268-278, the contents of each being hereby incor-
porated by reference in their entirety.
Although the invention has been described relative to a
specific embodiment thereof, there are numerous variations
15 and modifications that will be readily apparent to those
skilled in the art in light of the above teachings. It is therefore
to be understood that, within the scope of the appended
claims, the invention may be practiced other than as specifi-
cally described.
20
What is claimed is:
1. A method of calibrating a fluid-level measurement sys-
tem having fluid level sensing means that generates a
response based on the portion of said fluid level sensing
25 means that is immersed in a fluid, said method comprising the
steps of:
recording a first response of said fluid level sensing means
when said fluid level sensing means is not in contact with
said fluid of interest;
30 recording a second response of said fluid level sensing
means when said fluid level sensing means is fully
immersed in said fluid of interest; and
generating, using said first response and said second
35 response, a plurality of expected responses of said fluid
level sensing means for a corresponding plurality of
fractional levels of immersion of said fluid level sensing
means in said fluid of interest.
2. A method according to claim 1 wherein each of said first
40 response, said second response, and said plurality of expected
responses is frequency-based.
3.A method according to claim 1 wherein each of said first
response, said second response, and said plurality of expected
responses is capacitance-based.
45 4. A method according to claim 1 wherein each of said
plurality of expected responses is determined in accordance
with
1
1+((^z)2
55 where w,(L) is an expected frequency response comprising
one of said plurality of expected responses associated with a
corresponding one of said plurality of levels of immersion,
L is a fractional value indicative of one of said plurality of
levels of immersion as compared to said fluid level sens-
60	 ing means being fully immersed in said fluid of interest,
w 1 is a frequency response comprising said first response,
and
W2 is a frequency response comprising said second
response.
65 5. A method according to claim 1 wherein each of said
plurality of expected responses is determined in accordance
with
(0)2 - &)2(K2)) _ (&)1 -&)I (K2)) (g)
(&)2(K2) - &)2(K3))	 (&)1(K2) - &)1(K3))
(&) 1 (K2) - W 1 (K3))
_ (&)2 - &)2(K2))
w1
(W2 (K2) - W2 (K3)) +^1(K2)
9 10
CE	
C,(L) 2
1+(( C'^ -1) Lcz
CE(L)=C1f1+11C/-11 L1
&)E(L)
F &W)2
wE (L)
wi z
50	 1+((Z -1)^L
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where CE(L) is an expected capacitance response comprising
one of said plurality of expected responses associated with a
corresponding one of said plurality of levels of immersion,
L is a fractional value indicative of one of said plurality of
levels of immersion as compared to the fluid level sens-
ing means being fully immersed in said fluid of interest,
C, is a capacitance response comprising said first response,
and
Cz is a capacitance response comprising said second
response.
6. A method according to claim 1 wherein said steps of
recording include the step of wirelessly interrogating said
fluid level sensing means to record said first response and said
second response.
7. A method of calibrating a fluid-level measurement sys-
tem having fluid level sensing means that generates a
response based on the portion of said fluid level sensing
means that is immersed in a fluid, said method comprising the
steps of:
providing a receptacle with said fluid sensing means
mounted therein for detecting a level of said fluid of
interest in the receptacle;
recording a first response of said fluid level sensing means
when said receptacle is empty;
recording a second response of said fluid level sensing
means when said receptacle is filled with said fluid of
interest; and
generating, using said first response and said second
response, a plurality of expected responses of said fluid
level sensing means for a corresponding plurality of
levels of said fluid of interest in said receptacle.
8.A method according to claim 7 wherein each of said first
response, said second response, and said plurality of expected
responses is frequency-based.
9. A method according to claim 7 wherein each of said first
response, said second response, and said plurality of expected
responses is capacitance-based.
10. A method according to claim 7 wherein each of said
plurality of expected responses is determined in accordance
with
where CE(L) is an expected capacitance response comprising
one of said plurality of expected responses associated with a
corresponding one of said plurality of levels,
10 L is a fractional value indicative of one of said plurality of
levels as compared to the receptacle being filled with
said fluid of interest,
C, is a capacitance response comprising said first response,
and
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Cz is a capacitance response comprising said second
response.
12. A method according to claim 7 wherein said steps of
recording include the step of wirelessly interrogating said
20 fluid level sensing means to record said first response and said
second response.
13. A method of calibrating a fluid-level measurement
system having wireless fluid level sensing means that gener-
25 ates aresponse based on the portion of saidwireless fluidlevel
sensing means that is immersed in a fluid wherein said
response so-generated is one of a frequency response and a
capacitance response, said method comprising the steps of:
providing a receptacle with said wireless fluid sensing
30	 means mounted therein for detecting a level of a fluid of
interest in said receptacle;
recording a first response of said wireless fluid level sens-
ing means when said receptacle is empty;
35 recording a second response of said wireless fluid level
sensing means when said receptacle is filled with said
fluid of interest; and
generating, using said first response and said second
response, a plurality of expected responses of said wire-
40	 less fluid level sensing means for a corresponding plu-
rality of levels of said fluid of interest in said receptacle.
14. A method according to claim 13 wherein said response
so-generated by said wireless fluid level sensing means is a
frequency response, and wherein each of said plurality of
45 expected responses is determined in accordance with
where w,(L) is an expected frequency response comprising
one of said plurality of expected responses associated with a
corresponding one of said plurality of levels,
L is a fractional value indicative of one of said plurality of
levels as compared to the receptacle being filled with
said fluid of interest,
w, is a frequency response comprising said first response,
and
W2 is a frequency response comprising said second
response.
11. A method according to claim 7 wherein each of said
plurality of expected responses is determined in accordance
with
where w,(L) is an expected frequency response comprising
one of said plurality of expected responses associated with a
55 corresponding one of said plurality of levels,
L is a fractional value indicative of one of said plurality of
levels as compared to said receptacle being filled with
said fluid of interest,
60	 w, is a frequency response comprising said first response,
and
W2 is a frequency response comprising said second
response.
15. A method according to claim 13 wherein said response
65 so-generated by said wireless fluid level sensing means is a
capacitance response, and wherein each of said plurality of
expected responses is determined in accordance with
US 7,711,509 B2
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CE(L)=c,P-,((cz)-1)-LI
where CE(L) is an expected capacitance response comprising
one of said plurality of expected responses associated with a
corresponding one of said plurality of levels,
L is a fractional value indicative of one of said plurality of
levels as compared to said receptacle being filled with
said fluid of interest,
C, is a capacitance response comprising said first response,
and
Cz is a capacitance response comprising said second
response.
16. A method of calibrating a fluid-level measurement
system having fluid level sensing means that generates a
response based on the portion of said fluid level sensing
means that is immersed in a fluid, said method comprising the
steps of:
(i) recording and storing a first response of said fluid level
sensing means when said fluid level sensing means is not
in contact with said fluid of interest;
(ii) recording and storing a second response of said fluid
level sensing means when said fluid level sensing means
is fully immersed in said fluid of interest;
(iii) recording and storing one or more additional interme-
diate responses of said fluid level sensing means wherein
each said intermediate response corresponds to a par-
ticular additional level of immersion of said fluid level
sensing means in said fluid of interest;
(iv)repeating the above steps (i), (ii) and (ii) for a range of
fluid dielectric values of interest;
(v) measuring and recording an in-field first response and
an in-field second response;
(vi) retrieving from said plurality of stored first and second
responses and their respective fractional levels, the pair
(or pairs) of said stored first and second responses that is
nearest in value to said in-field first and second
responses;
(vii)retrieving said stored intermediate responses and their
respective fractional levels that correspond to said
retrieved first and second responses;
(viii) using an interpolation means to generate in-field
intermediate responses from said first retrieved
response, said second retrieved response and all said
intermediate retrieved responses and their correspond-
ing fractional levels; and
(ix) generating, using said in-field first response, said sec-
ond in-field second response, and said interpolated inter-
mediate responses, a plurality of expected responses of
said fluid level sensing means for a corresponding plu-
rality of fractional levels of immersion of said fluid level
sensing means in said fluid of interest.
17. A method according to claim 16 wherein each of said
first response, said second response, said one or more inter-
mediate responses, and said plurality of expected responses is
frequency-based.
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18. A method according to claim 16 wherein each of said
first response, said second response, said one or more inter-
mediate responses, and said plurality of expected responses is
capacitance-based.
s 19. A method according to claim 16 wherein each of said
plurality of expected responses is determined in accordance
with an interpolating polynomial.
20. A method according to claim 16 wherein said steps of
recording include the step of wirelessly interrogating said
10 fluid level sensing means to record said first response, said
second response, and said intermediate responses.
21. A method of calibration of a fluid-level measurement
system having fluid level sensing means that generates a
response based on the portion of said fluid level sensing
15 means that is immersed in a fluid, said method comprising the
steps of:
(i) recording and storing a first response of said fluid level
sensing means when said fluid level sensing means is
immersed in said fluid of interest at a first reference
20	 level;
(ii) recording and storing a second response of said fluid
level sensing means when said fluid level sensing means
is immersed in said fluid of interest at a second reference
25	
level;
(iii) recording and storing one or more additional interme-
diate responses of said fluid level sensing means wherein
each said intermediate response corresponds to a par-
ticular level of immersion of said fluid level sensing
30	 means in said fluid of interest;(iv) repeating the above steps (i), (ii) and (ii) for a range of
fluid dielectric values of interest;
(v) generating, using said first stored response, said second
stored response, and said one or more intermediate
35 stored responses, a plurality of expected responses of
said fluid level sensing means for a corresponding plu-
rality of fractional levels of immersion of said fluid level
sensing means in said fluid of interest;
(vi) generating and storing a separate calibration curve for
40 each fluid dielectric using said first stored response, said
second stored response, said one or more intermediate
stored responses, and said plurality of expected
responses;
(vii) measuring a first in-field response and a second in-
45	 field response; and
(viii) utilizing the stored calibration curve having a first
response and a second response closest to said in-field
measured first and second responses.
22. A method according to claim 21 wherein each of said
so first response, said second response, said one or more inter-
mediate responses, and said plurality of expected responses is
frequency-based.
23. A method according to claim 21 wherein each of said
first response, said second response, said one or more inter-
ns mediate responses, and said plurality of expected responses is
capacitance-based.
